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•  ConBnuous measurement of a solid‐state qubit 
 
 
•  Quantum feedback control,  Nature 490, 77 (2012)  

Quantum Nanoelectronics Lab, Irfan Siddiqi 

Flux qubit coupled to a microwave LC oscillator: 
Circuit QED 

Theory for a system of interacBng qubits? 
Non‐Markovian decoherence? 

PRL 106, 110502 (2011) 
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Nonlinear Spectroscopy Lab, Graham Fleming 

OpBcal spectroscopy is limited to measuring a fixed observable: 
Total dipole moment of the molecule 

Femtosecond pulses 

Radiated Signal 

![µ(t1 + t2 + t3), [µ(t1 + t2), [µ(t1), !(0)]]]µ"

nonlinear response 

µ

Tr(!(t)µ) = Tr(!1(t)µ) + Tr(!3(t)µ) + ...
linear response 

PerturbaBve response: 

Quantum Process tomography can be done for a dimer only:  
Yuen‐Zhou et al., PNAS 108, 17615 (2011). 

Reveals fluctuaBons between monomers 

Can we engineer a 
different observable? 
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Observable of interest 

Generalized Quantum Measurement 

System 

Probe 
Classical Meter 

The measurement observable can be engineered by manipulaBng 
The system‐probe interacBon.  

ProjecBve measurement 
of conjugate operator of   

Weak measurement is achieved in the limit of small  “      ” g

HSys!Probe = gÔsP̂

Os =
!

a

a|a!"a|

P̂
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Cavity Quantum Electrodynamics 

Cavity: single or mulB‐mode quantum harmonic oscillator.  

OpBcal Regime: It can be realized by 
high finesse mirrors, but not that high 
that the cavity becomes a black box: 
some photon leakage is desired.   

Microwave Regime: It can be realized 
by a 1D transmission line, or a 3D 
resonator. 

R. Schoelkopf & S. Girvin, Nature 451, 664 (2008) 
Much stronger couplings can be 
achieved in microwave regime. 
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Dispersive Readout of a Single Qubit 

Jaynes‐Cumming Hamiltonian: 

Dispersive regime (far off‐resonance): 

!ca
†a + !"z + g(a†"! + "+a)

g ! |!c " !|

decay rate so that we can understand their fundamental

physical origins as well as engineer improvements. Besides

!" evaluated above, there are two additional contributions to

the total damping rate !=!"+!!+!NR. Here !! is the decay

rate into photon modes other than the cavity mode and !NR is
the rate of other (possibly nonradiative) decays. Optical cavi-
ties are relatively open and !! is significant, but for 1D

microwave cavities, !! is expected to be negligible (despite
the very large transition dipole). For Rydberg atoms the two
qubit states are both highly excited levels and !NR represents
(radiative) decay out of the two-level subspace. For Cooper-
pair boxes, !NR is completely unknown at the present time,
but could have contributions from phonons, two-level sys-

tems in insulating [20] barriers and substrates, or thermally
excited quasiparticles.

For Cooper box qubits not inside a cavity, recent experi-

ments [18] have determined a relaxation time 1/!=T1
!1.3 #s despite the backaction of continuous measurement
by a SET electrometer. Vion et al. [17] found T1!1.84 #s
(without measurement backaction) for their charge-phase qu-
bit. Thus, in these experiments, if there are nonradiative de-

cay channels, they are at most comparable to the vacuum

radiative decay rate (and may well be much less) estimated
using Eq. (18). Experiments with a cavity will present the
qubit with a simple and well-controlled electromagnetic en-

vironment, in which the radiative lifetime can be enhanced

with detuning to 1/!"$64 #s, allowing !NR to dominate
and yielding valuable information about any nonradiative

processes.

VI. DISPERSIVE QND READOUT OF QUBITS

In addition to lifetime enhancement, the dispersive regime

is advantageous for readout of the qubit. This can be realized

by microwave irradiation of the cavity and then probing the

transmitted or reflected photons [26].

A. Measurement protocol

A drive of frequency %#w on the resonator can be mod-

eled by [15]

H#w"t# = &'"t#"a†e!i%#wt + ae+i%#wt# , "20#

where '"t# is a measure of the drive amplitude. In the dis-
persive limit, one expects from Fig. 1(c) peaks in the trans-
mission spectrum at %r!g

2 /( and )+2g2 /( if the qubit is

initially in its ground state. In a frame rotating at the drive

frequency, the matrix elements for these transitions are, re-

spectively,

$! ,0%H#w%! ,n& ! ' ,

$! ,0%H#w%+ ,n& !
'g

(
. "21#

In the large detuning case, the peak at )+2g2 /(, corre-
sponding approximatively to a qubit flip, is highly sup-

pressed.

The matrix element corresponding to a qubit flip from the

excited state is also suppressed and, as shown in Fig. 5,

depending on the qubit being in its ground or excited states,
the transmission spectrum will present a peak of width " at
%r!g

2 /( or %r+g
2 /(. With the parameters of Table I, this

dispersive pull of the cavity frequency is ±g2 /"(= ±2.5 line-
widths for a 10% detuning. Exact diagonalization (4) shows
that the pull is power dependent and decreases in magnitude
for cavity photon numbers on the scale n=ncrit'(2 /4g2. In
the regime of nonlinear response, single-atom optical bista-
bility [14] can be expected when the drive frequency is off
resonance at low power but on resonance at high power [29].
The state-dependent pull of the cavity frequency by the

qubit can be used to entangle the state of the qubit with that
of the photons transmitted or reflected by the resonator. For
g2 /"($1, as in Fig. 5, the pull is greater than the linewidth,
and irradiating the cavity at one of the pulled frequencies

%r±g
2 /(, the transmission of the cavity will be close to

unity for one state of the qubit and close to zero for the other

[30].
Choosing the drive to be instead at the bare cavity fre-

quency %r, the state of the qubit is encoded in the phase of
the reflected and transmitted microwaves. An initial qubit

state %*&=+%! &+,%" & evolves under microwave irradiation
into the entangled state %-&=+%! ,.&+,%" ,!.&, where tan .
=2g2 /"( and %±.& are (interaction representation) coherent
states with the appropriate mean photon number and oppo-

site phases. In the situation where g2 /"(/1, this is the most
appropriate strategy.

It is interesting to note that such an entangled state can be

used to couple qubits in distant resonators and allow quan-

tum communication [31]. Moreover, if an independent mea-
surement of the qubit state can be made, such states can be

turned into photon Schrödinger cats [15].
To characterize these two measurement schemes corre-

sponding to two different choices of the drive frequency, we

compute the average photon number inside the resonator n̄

and the homodyne voltage on the 50) impedance at the

output of the resonator. Since the power coupled to the out-

side of the resonator is P= $n&&%r" /2= $Vout&2 /R, the homo-
dyne voltage can be expressed as $Vout&=(R&%r"$a+a†& /2
and is proportional to the real part of the field inside the

cavity.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Transmission spectrum of the cavity,

which is “pulled” by an amount ±g2 /(= ±2.5%r010
!4, depending

on the state of the qubit (red for the excited state, blue for the
ground state). To perform a measurement of the qubit, a pulse of

microwave photons, at a probe frequency %#w=%r or %r±g
2 /(, is

sent through the cavity. Additional peaks near ) corresponding to

qubit flips are suppressed by g /(.

BLAIS et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 69, 062320 (2004)

062320-6

[!c +
g2

!
"z]a†a + [" +

g2

!
]"z

Measured Observable:  !z A. Blais et al., PRA 69, 062320 (2004) 

Dispersive Frame rotaBng with unitary: 

EffecBve Hamiltonian: 

exp[
g

!c ! !
(a"+ ! a†"!)]
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Complex system coupled to a cavity 

Jaynes‐Tavis‐Cummings Hamiltonian:  

System‐Cavity coupling: 

HSC = HS + !ca
†a + "+a + "!a†
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!

k

gk!x
kEc(xk) ! gk(!+

k ae!ilxk + !!k a†eilxk)

!µ. !E(x)

MulB‐qubit system: 
RWA 

!! =
!

k

gk"!k eilxk



System‐Cavity in Dispersive Regime 

The cavity acts as a probe to indirectly measure the system.  

Desired form of the interacBon: 

HS =
!

j

!j |j!"j|

Generalized unitary dispersive 
transformaBon: 

System Hamiltonian: 

HSC = HS + !ca
†a + "+a + "!a†

Far off‐resonance system and cavity: 

!!jk ! |"c + !j " !k|

X =
!

jk

!!jk

"c + !j ! !k
|j"#k|UD = exp[Xa† !X†a]

HSys!Cavity = gÔsP̂c

PerturbaBve Parameter 
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System‐Cavity in Dispersive Regime 

Keeping terms up to the second order of  

Induces frequency‐shik proporBonal to  

Measurement Observable: 

HD
S = UDHSU†

D ! HS "
1
2
(X†!! + !+X)

OS =
1
2
([!!, X†] + [X, !+])

HD
SC = UDHSCU†

D ! HD
S + !ca

†a + OSa†a

X

Slightly modified Hamiltonian: 

!Os"
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ConBnuous Quantum Measurement 

InformaBon about the dynamical evoluBon of the system can be obtained by 
conBnuously measuring phase quadrature of the leaking photons. 

Ece
!i!ct +

!

l

Ele
!i!lt

Homodyne DetecBon Cavity Drive 

System Drives 

J(t) = !["#!e!i!a + ei!a†" +
#

"#$(t)]

!

Detector Current: 

Detector efficiency  Gaussian White Noise  10 

Leakage:  Lleakage(!c) = "(2a!ca
† ! a†a!c ! !ca

†a)
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Non‐Markovian Decoherence 
A Bloch‐Redfield equaBon is commonly used in modeling system and cavity 
decoherence processes: system is weakly coupled to a broadband environment 
in thermal equilibrium. 

d!(t)
dt

= rdecay

!
(N + 1)D(c)!(t) + ND(c†)!(t)

"

Examples of systems with non‐Markovian decoherence: 
 
•  A double quantum dot coupled to a microwave resonator, 
      T. Frey et al. PRL 108, 046807 (2012) 
 
•  SuperconducBng: loss of visibility – coherence dies faster than expected.  
      Simmonds et. al., Phys. Rev. Len. 93, 077003 (2004). 
      Vion et. al., Science 296, 286 (2002). 
 
•  PhotosyntheBc Molecules: Chromophores as exciton carriers are strongly 

coupled to their protein backbone. G. Fleming, Faraday Discuss. 27 (2011). 

N = 1/[exp(!!c/kT )! 1]

D[c]! = 2c!c† ! c†c!! !c†c
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Decoherence Dynamics beyond Born‐Markov 

12 

General Model: System is linearly coupled to a bosonic or fermionic bath 
near thermal equilibrium with Gaussian fluctuaBons.  

Quantum FluctuaBon‐DissipaBon theorem: Near equilibrium bath fluctuaBons are 
proporBonal to the perturbaBons induced by coupling to the system.    

bath spectral distribuBon 

C(t) = !b̃(t + !)b̃(!)"B =
1
"

! !

0
d#J(#)

e"i!t

1 # e""!

HB =
! !

0
d!!d(!)b†(!)b(!) Hint =

! !

0
d!

"
d(!)"(!)(b†(!) + b(!))S

coupling strength 

HSB = HS + HB + S !B

Bath modes density 

!B̃(t + !)B̃(!)"B

BB



Hierarchical EquaBons of MoBon 

   Using path integral formalism, an exact master equaBon for a bosonic bath with 
colored noise (non‐Markovian) was developed by Kubo and Tanimura for an ohmic 
spectral density with Drude‐Lorentzian cut‐off profile 
 
R. Kubo, Adv. Chem. Phys. 15, 101 (1969). 
Y. Tanimura, R. Kubo, J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 58, 101 (1989). 
Y. Tanimura, Phys. Rev. A 41, 6676 (1990). 
 
 
Recently It has be generalized to a bosonic or fermionic bath with an arbitrary 
parameterized bath spectral density 
 
J. Jin et al, J. Chem Phys. 126, 134113 (2007). 
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J(!) =
"#!

!2 + #2

J(!) =
"#!

!2 + #2
+

!

k

" "k#k + i$k!

(! ! !k)2 + #2
k

! "k#k + i$k!

(! + !k)2 + #2
k

#



HEOM for a single qubit at High‐T 

!0 = "

n! ! "STruncaBon Level 

!

!t
"(t) = !i[H, "(t)] + i[S, #1]

!

!t
"n(t) = !i[H,"n(t)]! n#"n(t) + i[S, "n+1]

+n
2i$

%
[S, "n!1(t)] + n$#{S, "n!1(t)}

auxiliary operators 

HEOM can handle strong coupling and highly non‐Markovian dynamics.  

Higher Bers are required for 
slower baths (smaller     ) !

C(t) = !(
2
"
! i#)e!!t
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J(!) =
"#!

!2 + #2

(T ! !)

Hint = S !B



Back inside our cavity 

Decoherence processes: 
 
•  Cavity energy damping (photon leakage) 
•  System energy loss due to coupling to electromagneBc reservoir 
•  System decoherence due to coupling to its surrounding bath inside cavity 

!

Leakage 

Emission 

Decoherence 

The decoherence processes are modified in dispersive regime. 
15 
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System  Cavity 

Environment  Reservoir 

Merging two decoherence dynamics: system decoherence and leakage 

In the limit of high bandwidth reservoir we just need to some up the 
super‐operators: A Markovian plus an extended non‐Markovian from HEOM 

Combining Decoherence Processes 

16 

Ltotal = Lleakage + Ladditional + Ldecoherence

Next we eliminate the cavity by going to the bad cavity limit:  
Strong Leakage  !



ConBnuous Measurement with Markovian decoherence 

17 

Detector Current: 

dQ = 2!"|#|!$z"dt + !
!

2"%dW

CondiBonal evoluBon of a single qubit: 

d!t = !i!R["x, !]dt + "!D["z]!tdt + rdD["!]!tdt +
"

"H["z]!tdW

Includes measurement back‐acBon 

!!t!t!" = "(t # t!)Wiener process:  dW = !tdt !!t" = 0



StochasBc Hierarchical EquaBons of MoBon 

For a single qubit: 

18 

d!n = (L! ! n")!ndt +
|#|2

$
D[OS ]!ndt + !!!n!1dt + "!!n+1dt

!H[e!i" i#

$
OS ]!ndW

d! = L![!]dt +
|"|2

#
D[OS ]!dt + !!$1dt!H[e!i" i"

#
OS ]!dWD

D

D
D D

In the regime of   ! ! T ! "c

L[!] = !i[HS , !] + Ladd[!] !. = i[S, .] !. = n
2i!

"
[S, .] + n!#{S, .}

Detector Current:  dQ = 2!"|#|!OS"dt + !
!

2"$dW
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ConBnuous State Tomography 

19 

Requirement for full state tomography:  
For a     ‐dim system, we need               independent realizable observables. d2 ! 1d

State tomography in solid state systems is usually done with a fixed observable. 
A complete set of observables is generated by applying unitary transformaBons 
before the measurement at any instant of Bme.  

The dynamics is revealed by averaging over many trajectories   d!̄

dt
= Ltotal[!̄]

The expectaBon value of the observable        over Bme: J(t) ! Tr(OS !̄)OS

O! = U!OSU†
!

This introduces a large overhead. ConBnuous weak measurement with tunable 
observables can be a soluBon to this problem. 

Trade‐off: A weaker back‐acBon needs a weaker measurement and 
therefore more trajectories. 



Tunable Observable 

We can change the observable by changing the cavity frequency. 

OS =
1
2
([!!, X†] + [X, !+])

X =
!

jk

!!jk

"c + !j ! !k
|j"#k|

!! =
!

k

gkµ!k eilxk
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How many independent observables are available? 
 
In the absence of any symmetry in intra‐qubit and qubit‐cavity couplings 
(maximum possible): 

Without spaBal resoluBon:  d2 ! d + 1

d2 ! d + 1 + log2 d(log2 d! 1)With spaBal resoluBon: 

We can measure all energy level populaBons and most of the coherence 
components.   

Tunable 



Tunable Observable 

The observable can also be tuned by changing the phase of the LO 
in the homodyne detecBon 

21 

 Lalumiere, Gambena, and Blais, PRA, 81, 040301 (2010): For a system of two 
non‐interacBng qubits, one can tune the phase of LO to measure      ,      or  
This becomes possible if the cavity is relaBvely good    

Z1 Z2 Z1Z2

Measured observable in our scheme  

sin(!! arg("))OS + # cos(!! arg("))!

low resoluBon component  
!! |"c + !j " !k|

main component 

! =
1
2
[X†, X]

! ! g2

"q " "c

X =
!

jk

!!jk

"c + !j ! !k
|j"#k|



Simultaneous mulB‐Observable Measurement 

Next: Using a mulB‐mode opBcal cavity or microwave resonator for 
simultaneous measurement of complimentary observables. 
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FIG. 1: Qubit coupled to a 3D cavity (a) Schematic of a transmon
qubit inside a 3D cavity. The qubit is coupled to the cavity through
a broadband dipole antenna that is used to receive and emit photons.
(b) Photograph of a half of the 3D aluminum waveguide cavity. An
aluminum transmon qubit with the dipole antenna is fabricated on a
c-plane sapphire substrate and is mounted at the center of the cav-
ity. (Inset) Optical microscope image of a single-junction transmon
qubit. The dipole antenna is 1 mm long. (c) Transmission of a 3D
cavity (cavity D) coupled to a transmon (J1) measured as a function
of power and frequency. The cavity response above -80 dBm occurs
at the bare cavity frequency fc = 8.003 GHz. At lower powers, the
cavity frequency shifts by g2/! .

n0 is the offset charge.
The experiments are performed using a circuit QED archi-

tecture [12, 13], a circuit implementation of a cavity QED
[14], to isolate, couple, and measure the qubit. A novel aspect
is the use of a three-dimensional waveguide cavity machined
from superconducting aluminum (alloy 6061 T6), as shown
in Fig. 1a-1b. This type of cavity offers several advantages
over the planar transmission-line cavities used in previous cir-
cuit QED experiments. First, the cavity has a larger mode
volume (approximately 3 cm3 or one tenth of a cubic wave-
length, compared to the 10!6 cubic wavelengths for a conven-
tional transmission line resonator), and is much less sensitive
to the surface dielectric losses that are suspected as the lim-
iting source of dissipation in transmission line resonators to
date [15, 16]. Indeed, we have observed reproducible quality
factors of these cavities [17] of 2 to 5 million, corresponding
to photon storage times in excess of 50 µs (not shown) in the
quantum regime (kBT " h̄"c and #n$ < 1, where "c is the
cavity frequency), without the power dependence [15, 16] in-
dicative of the presence of two-level systems. Second, the
geometry presents the qubit with a well-controlled electro-
magnetic environment, limiting the possibility of relaxation
through spontaneous emission into the multiple modes that
may be possible with a complicated chip and its associated
wiring [18]. The qubit is placed in the center of the cav-
ity, maximizing the coupling to the lowest frequency TE101

mode at "c/2# % 8 GHz, which is used for readout and con-
trol. This location also nulls the coupling to the second mode
(TE102 at approximately 10 GHz).

Despite the larger mode volume of the three-dimensional
cavity, we are able to achieve the strong-coupling limit of cav-
ity QED in this system, with vacuum Rabi frequencies, g/2# ,
greater than 100 MHz. As seen in Figure 1b, the electrodes of
the qubit are significantly larger (% 0.5 mm) than in a conven-
tional transmon qubit, so that the increased dipole moment of
the qubit compensates for the reduced electric field that a sin-
gle photon creates in the cavity. We note that due to the large
dipole moment, the expected lifetime from spontaneous emis-
sion in free space would be only % 100 ns, so that a high-Q
cavity is required to maintain the qubit lifetime. The elec-
trodes also form the shunting capacitance (C! % 70 fF) of the
transmon, giving it the same anharmonicity and the same in-
sensitivity to 1/ f charge noise as in the conventional design.
An advantage of this qubit design is that the large electrode
size reduces the sensitivity of the qubit to surface dielectric
losses, which may be responsible for the improved relaxation
times. In this experiment, the qubits cannot be tuned into res-
onance with the cavity, so the vacuum Rabi coupling is not
observed directly. The system is rather operated in the dis-
persive limit (|! | = |"c !"01| & g) [13]. Here the qubit in-
duces a state-dependent shift on the cavity, which is the basis
of the readout mechanism. The dispersive shifts are typically
several tens of MHz (see Table 1), and can approach 1,000
times the linewidths of qubit and cavity, so that all devices
are well within the strong dispersive limit [19]. The trans-
mission through the cavity as a function of microwave power,
which demonstrates the ground-state shift of the cavity and
the re-emergence of the bare cavity frequency at sufficiently
high powers (see Ref.[20, 21]) is shown in Figure 1c. Single-
shot readout of the qubit (with fidelities greater than 70%) is
performed using the technique previously described [20].

The dramatically improved coherence properties of these
qubits are confirmed via the standard time-domain measure-
ments of the relaxation time (T1) and Ramsey experiments
(T2) (see Figure 2 and Table 1). We employ the same tech-
niques used in the previous conventional transmon experi-
ment (see Ref.[8, 18, 22]) performed in a cryogen-free dilu-
tion refrigerator at 10 mK. The qubits have an anharmonic-
ity $/2# = f12 ! f01 % !200 MHz to !300 MHz which al-
lows fast single-qubit operations in % 10 ns. There are several
surprising features in the time-domain data. First, while T2’s
are typically in the range of 15 - 20 µs, they do not yet at-
tain the limit twice T1 which is reproducibly in the range 25
- 50 µs corresponding to Q1= 1 - 2'106. This indicates that
there is still significant dephasing. At the same time, both the
Ramsey decay envelope and the echo coherence (which has
an artificial phase rotation as a function of the delay added)
can be fit well by an exponential decay, indicating that con-
trary to the previous predictions [23, 24], 1/ f noise is not
dominant [22] in our experiment. This is consistent with the
expectation that these simple qubits should avoid dephasing
due to both 1/ f flux noise (since there are no superconduct-
ing loops) and charge noise (since the total charge variation
of the transition frequency [9] for these transmon parameters

Transmon qubit inside a 3D resonator, 
Schoelkopf’s group at Yale, PRL 107, 
240501 (2011). 
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z! t "#$11! t "!$22! t ""cos%! t ", %"&t#'! t ", !9"

$12"! ı/2"sin%! t " !10"

!the state becomes pure23 after an initial transient period
since ("1, while the real part of $12 decays because of )
"0). From Eqs. !4" and !6" we obtain the random phase

dynamics:

'̇"!sin%
*I

S0
!cos%

*I

2
#+! t "" . !11"

Since (*I)2/2S0$& , we can neglect the first term in the

square brackets and average the second contribution over %
that leads to the white spectrum of '̇: S '̇(,)"(*I)

2/2S0.

Then the correlation function Kz(-)#.z(t)z(t#-)/
can be calculated as Kz(-)"cos(&-).cos*'(-)//2
"cos(&-)exp0!(*I)2-/8S01/2 and the spectral density

Sz(,)#22!3
3 Kz(-)exp(ı,-)d- has a peak in the vicinity of

the oscillation frequency, #,!&#$&:

Sz!,""
8S0

!*I "2
1

1#08S0!,!&"/!*I "212
. !12"

The detector current is given by Eq. !6", so its spectral den-
sity consists of three contributions,

SI!,""S0#
*I2

4
Sz!,"#

*I

2
0S+z!,"#Sz+!,"1 , !13"

where the last contribution originates from the correlation

between the $ i j evolution and the detector noise +(t). To
calculate the correlation function K+z(-)#.+(t)z(t#-)/
for -%0, we need to take into account the phase shift
d'"!sin%*IS0

!1+(t)dt during even an infinitesimally small
time duration dt , since the amplitude of the stochastic func-

tion +(t) grows with the time-scale decrease, +(t)2dt
"S0/2. Using trigonometric formulas and linear expansion

in d' , we obtain .+(t)cos0%(t)#d%#&-#*'(-)1/
"*IS0

!1.+(t)2dt/.sin%(t)sin0%(t)#&-1/.cos*'(-)/ and fi-

nally K+z(-)"*I cos(&-)exp0!(*I)2-/8S01/4. After Fourier
transformation one finds that the correlation between +(t)

FIG. 2. Spectral density SI(,) of the detector current for weak
coupling (4"0.1) of an ideal detector (("1) with a two-level
system ()/H"0, 1, and 2". The results of Monte Carlo calculations
using the Bayesian formalism are shown by solid lines, while the

dashed lines !which practically coincide with solid lines" are calcu-
lated using the master equation approach.

FIG. 3. A particular realization of the evolution of $11(t) due to
continuous measurement for )/H"1, 4"0.1 and ("1. Note the
fluctuation of both the phase and the asymmetry of oscillations.

FIG. 4. A particular realization of $11 evolution !thick line" and
the corresponding detector output I(t) !thin solid, dotted, and

dashed lines" averaged using rectangular windows with different
time constants -a . !a" Weak-coupling case, 4"0.1. !b" Strong-
coupling case, 4"5.

OUTPUT SPECTRUM OF A DETECTOR MEASURING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 085312

085312-3
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Molecular Spectroscopy: The nature of the 
decoherence dynamics is revealed in the 
molecule linear spectrum, which is nothing 
but averaged projecBve measurements. 

 A. Korotkov, PRB 63, 085312 (2001). 
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Quantum feedback control of a superconducting qubit: Persistent Rabi oscillations
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The act of measurement bridges the quantum and
classical worlds by projecting a superposition of possi-
ble states into a single, albeit probabilistic, outcome.
The time-scale of this “instantaneous” process can be
stretched using weak measurements1,2 so that it takes
the form of a gradual random walk towards a final
state. Remarkably, the interim measurement record is
su!cient to continuously track and steer the quantum
state using feedback3–8. Here, we report the first im-
plementation of quantum feedback control in a solid
state system, in our case a superconducting quantum
bit (qubit) coupled to a microwave cavity9. Probing the
state of the cavity with less than one photon on aver-
age, implements a weak measurement of the qubit state.
These photons are then directed to a high-bandwidth
quantum-noise-limited amplifier10,11, which enables real-
time monitoring of the state of the cavity—and hence
that of the qubit—with high fidelity. We demonstrate
quantum feedback control by inhibiting the decay of
Rabi oscillations, allowing them to persist indefinitely12.
This new ability permits active suppression of decoher-
ence and defines a path for continuous quantum er-
ror correction13,14. Other novel avenues include quan-
tum state stabilization4,7,15, entanglement generation us-
ing measurement16, state purification17, and adaptive
measurements18,19.

Feedback protocols in classical systems, from anti-
lock brakes to pacemakers, use the outcome of a mea-
surement to stabilize the system about a desired state.
The operation of such feedback protocols is predicated
on the idea that measurement does not itself alter the
state of the system. This is no longer true in quantum
mechanics where measurement is necessarily invasive1.
In the Copenhagen interpretation, a quantum object
can exist simultaneously in more than one stable state
or eigenstate until observed—Schrödinger’s celebrated
“dead and alive” cat being the quintessential hypotheti-
cal example20. A sense of reality is restored by the act of
measurement which forces the system “instantaneously”
into one of its eigenstates in a probabilistic fashion (the
so-called measurement back-action). In light of this ef-
fect, how does one apply measurement-based feedback to
a quantum system such as a qubit?

One solution is to use weak measurements1,2 where we
deliberately limit the rate ("meas) at which information
is extracted, thereby slowing down the qubit’s random
walk towards an eigenstate. Integral to this scheme is a
detector with e!ciency !det = "meas/"! ! 1, where "!

is the ensemble averaged dephasing rate due to measure-
ment back-action21. The high detector e!ciency allows
us to faithfully track the qubit continuously, and steer it
to a desired state using real-time feedback.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. Our
quantum system (Fig. 1b) is an anharmonic oscilla-
tor realized by a capacitively-shunted Josephson junc-
tion, dispersively coupled to a 3D microwave cavity22.
We use its two lowest energy levels ("01/2# = 5.4853
GHz) to form a qubit (transmon23). The cavity res-
onant frequency with the qubit in the ground state is
"c/2# = 7.2756 GHz. The strongly coupled output
port sets the cavity linewidth $/2# = 13.4 MHz while
control and measurement signals are injected via the
weakly coupled input port (Figs. 1a and 1b). The qubit-
cavity coupling results in a state-dependent phase shift
[#% = 2 tan!1 (2&/$) = 12", &/2# = 0.687 MHz] of the
cavity output field9,24, with the state information con-
tained in one quadrature of the signal. The cavity output
is sent to a near-noiseless (!det " 1) phase-sensitive para-
metric amplifier (paramp)10,11 which boosts the relevant
quadrature to a level compatible with classical circuitry.
The paramp output is further amplified and homodyne
detected (Fig. 1c) such that the amplified quadrature
(Q) contains the final measurement signal.

We acquire Rabi oscillations with the cavity continu-
ously excited at "r/2# = 7.2749 GHz ("r # "c $&) with
a mean cavity photon occupation n̄ which controls the
measurement strength (see section II of supplementary
information for calibration of n̄ ). The Rabi drive at the
ac Stark shifted25 qubit frequency ("01 $ 2&n̄) is turned
on for a fixed duration 'm. The amplitude is adjusted
to yield a Rabi frequency $R/2# = 3 MHz. First, we
average 104 measurement traces to obtain a conventional
ensemble-averaged Rabi oscillation trace (Fig. 2a). Even
though the qubit is continuously oscillating between its
ground and excited states, the oscillation phase di%uses
primarily due to measurement back-action. As a result,
the averaged oscillation amplitude decays over time. The
persistent nature of these oscillations, however, is evi-
dent in the frequency domain response26. We Fourier
transform the individual measurement traces and plot
the averaged spectrum in Fig. 2b (blue trace). A peak
centered at 3 MHz with a width " is observed and re-
mains unchanged even when 'm is much longer than the
decay time of the ensemble averaged oscillations. A plot
of the peak width " for di%erent measurement strengths
(in units of n̄) is shown in Fig. 2c. As expected in the
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FIG. 2: Rabi oscillations and feedback. (a) shows conventional ensemble-averaged Rabi oscillations measured using weak
continuous measurement, which decay in time due to ensemble dephasing. In (b), the individual measurement traces from
(a) are Fourier transformed before averaging. The averaged spectrum shows a peak at the Rabi frequency (blue trace) with
a width !/2! (FWHH). The grey trace shows an identically prepared spectrum for the squeezed quadrature (multiplied by 20
for clarity), which contains no qubit state information. ! is plotted as a function of cavity photon occupation n̄ (measurement
strength) in (c), showing the expected linear dependence. (d) shows feedback-stabilized ensemble averaged Rabi oscillations,
which persist for much longer times than those without feedback seen in (a). The corresponding spectrum, shown in (b), has
a needle-like peak at the Rabi reference frequency (red trace). The slowly changing mean level in the Rabi oscillation traces
in (a) and (d) is due to the thermal transfer of population into the second excited state of the qubit. See section IV(C) of
supplementary information for more details.
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(with initial condition sM!0" ! mM) has to be propagated

according to the quantum master equation. It is of second

order with respect to the exciton-vibrational coupling but

nonlocal in time (non-Markovian equation):

!

!t
sM!t" ! 2ıvMsM!t"

2
X

K

Z t

0
dt CMK !t"sK !t 2 t" . (1)

The correlation function reads CMK !t" !
P

N ,j v2
j 3

k
!MN"
j k

!NK"
j #$nBE!vj" 1 1% exp$2ı!vN 1 vj"t% 1 nBE 3

!vj" exp$2ı!vN 2 vj"t%&, and nBE!vj" denotes the

Bose-Einstein distribution function of vibrational quanta.

To calculate the linear absorption spectrum according to

I!v" '
P

M m!
M Res̃M!v", we apply a half-sided Fourier

transform to Eq. (1) and obtain an algebraic system of

equations for the s̃M!v". Within the so-called secular ap-
proximation [4] only the diagonal part CM ! CMM of the

correlation function is needed and the absorption coeffi-

cient reads

I!v" '

*

X

M

jmM j2CRe
M !v"

$v 2 vM 2 CIm
M !v"%2 1 $CRe

M !v"%2

+

conf

.

(2)

The configuration averaging with respect to static disorder

in the PPC is abbreviated by (. . .)conf. As a consequence

of the memory terms in the density matrix Eq. (1),

the line shift CIm
M !v" and the exciton line broadenings

CRe
M !v" become frequency dependent. They are obtained
from the correlation function of the exciton-vibrational

coupling according to CRe
M !v" 1 iCIm

M !v" !
P

N
P

mn 3
K !MN"

mn e2Rmn*Rc Cm!v 2 vN ". The single-pigment correla-
tion functions are denoted by Cm!v", m counts the various

pigments, and K !MN"
mn ! a!M"

m a!M"
n a!N"

m a!N"
n comprises the

expansion coefficients of the excitonic states. Here, we

used the concept of the protein vibrations correlation radius

Rc. It accounts for the vibrationally induced correlation

among different sites in the PPC separated by Rmn [5].

Cm!v" can be expressed by the spectral density Jm!v" !
P

j!D!m"
j "2d!v 2 vj", which contains the coupling fac-

tors D
!m"
j originating from the displacements 22D

!m"
j of

the proteins potential energy surface along the (dimen-

sionless) coordinate axis Zj upon electronic excitation of

the mth pigment. The amplitude of the spectral density
gives the Huang-Rhys factor Sm !

R

dv Jm!v". The

real part of the correlation function is related to the

spectral density via CRe
m !v"*pv2 ! $1 1 nBE!v"% 3

Jm!v" 1 nBE!2v"Jm!2v" and the imaginary part fol-
lows from a Kramers–Kronig-like relation pCIm

m !v" !
P

R

dv̄ CRe
m !v̄"*!v 2 v̄".

In the following we will apply the approach to simulate

the temperature dependent absorption of a PPC located

in the light harvesting complex LHC-II of higher plants.

The importance of exciton effects for the interpretation

of absorption spectra of the LHC-II has been recognized

early [6,7]. Since the interaction between PPC monomers

(which are arranged as trimers in the LHC-II) is weak, the

absorption can be simulated in using a monomer model.

From the structural investigations of [8] it is known that

the LHC-II monomer contains 12 Chl. According to their

arrangements in relation to the carotenoids they were ten-

tatively assigned to 7 Chla and 5 Chlb (see Fig. 1). Also,
the exact orientation of the Qy optical transition dipole

moments of the 12 Chl are unknown. Two orientations

are possible for each Chl. In [9] and [10] extensive exci-

ton simulations of global features of polarized absorption

spectra and energy transfer kinetics could be used to re-

duce the number of possible dipole configurations from

212 to 9 (for Chl assignment of Kühlbrandt et al.) or 15
(for a modified Kühlbrandt model in which Chla6 changes

its identity with b5, see Fig. 1).

In Fig. 2 (upper part) the experimental absorption data

of LHC-II trimers measured in [11] are shown together

with our simulations using the two structural models men-

tioned above. A simplex algorithm has been applied to

find the best simultaneous fit at three different tempera-

tures [13]. Fortunately, no temperature dependence of any

fit parameter had to be assumed. Temperature exclusively

enters via the distribution nBE!v". The spectra were calcu-
lated as an average over 1000 homogeneous spectra, each

obtained for a certain set of randomly generated site en-

ergies, using the mean site energies of the 12 Chl as well

as the characteristics of static and dynamic disorder as fit-

ting parameters. For both structural models a nice fit of

the linear absorption experiment can be obtained. For the

Kühlbrandt model the optimal dipole geometry according

to our simulation is No. 3057 in Table 1 of [10], whereas

FIG. 1. Schematic cross-section view on the LHC-II monomer
according to Kühlbrandt et al. [8]. The mutual position of the
5 Chla and 7 Chlb (shown by their tetrapyrrole ring only) is
drawn together with the three a helices spanning the membrane.
Graphics prepared using MOLSCRIPT [P. J. Kraulis, J. Appl.
Crystallogr. 24, 946 (1991)].
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FIG. 2. Upper part: linear absorption of the LHC-II for three
different temperatures within two structural models. Dashed
line: Kühlbrandt model. Solid line: modified Kühlbrandt model
(Chla6 $ b5). Circles give the experimental values of [11]. The
sharp features in the 40 K spectra are due to the finite ensemble
size (1000) used for the statistical average. Lower part: 77 K
circular dichroism spectra within the two models compared to
experimental values of [12] (circles).

the modified Kühlbrandt model favors dipole configuration

No. 4004 in Table 3 of [10].

The simulations do not offer a definite decision for one

of the two models. Therefore, we also simulated the circu-

lar dichroism spectra of LHC-II monomers. For the simu-

lation, the same line shapes for the exciton transitions

as in Eq. (2) can be used; however, the dipole strength

jmM j2 has to be replaced by the rotational strength rM !
P

m.n a!M"
m a!M"

n
"Rmn! "mm ! "mn", where the distance (vec-

tor) between pigments m and n and the (vectorial) transi-

tion dipole moments of the pigments enter. In the lower

part of Fig. 2, the 77 K circular dichroism is shown for

both structural models using the parameters from the linear

absorption fit. The comparison with measured data from

[12] shows that only the optimized parameter set related to

the modified Kühlbrandt model gives a qualitative agree-

ment. Therefore, the subsequent discussion will be con-

centrated on the results obtained within this model.

According to our simulations, the inhomogeneous

broadening of site energies amounts to a common value

of dpig ! 140 cm21 (FWHM). As it is well-known, the

resulting width dexc of the distribution of exciton energies

experiences a narrowing [14] which scales with the square

root of the delocalization number (
p

Ndel ! dpig#dexc).

In Fig. 3 (upper part) the exciton stick spectrum obtained

for the mean site energies of the pigments is shown

together with the mean delocalization numbers for the

various exciton levels resulting from the obtained width of

the distribution of exciton energies. As a general trend the

low-energetic levels exhibit a stronger delocalization than

the high-energetic ones. The delocalization of the low-

energetic states may increase the flexibility of the PPC to

transfer excitation energy to neighboring PPC in different

directions. The neglect of dynamic disorder, of course,

underlines the approximative nature of this discussion.

The inhomogeneous distribution of the energy of the

lowest exciton state is shown as an inset in the lower part
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FIG. 3. Upper part: Exciton stick spectrum (dashed vertical
lines) obtained for the mean site energies of the Chl (thin
solid lines, from left to right: Chlb6, b2, b3, b5, b1, a7, a1, a3, a5,
a6, a2, a4). The height of the lines gives the dipole strength of
the transition, whereas the numbers at the exciton lines show the
mean delocalization number of the excited state. The optimiza-
tion procedure gave, for the pigment’s dipole strength, values of

20D2 (assumed equal for all Chlb) and 25D2 (assumed equal for
all Chla). Lower part: 80 K homogenous absorption (thin solid
line) for the mean site energies and inhomogeneous absorption
for different values of the correlation radius of protein vibrations:
Rc ! 20 Å (solid line—same as in Fig. 2), Rc ! 2 Å (long-
dashed line), and Rc ! 200 Å (short-dashed line). Inset shows
the distribution of exciton energy of the lowest state.
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(with initial condition sM!0" ! mM) has to be propagated

according to the quantum master equation. It is of second

order with respect to the exciton-vibrational coupling but

nonlocal in time (non-Markovian equation):

!

!t
sM!t" ! 2ıvMsM!t"

2
X

K

Z t

0
dt CMK !t"sK !t 2 t" . (1)

The correlation function reads CMK !t" !
P

N ,j v2
j 3

k
!MN"
j k

!NK"
j #$nBE!vj" 1 1% exp$2ı!vN 1 vj"t% 1 nBE 3

!vj" exp$2ı!vN 2 vj"t%&, and nBE!vj" denotes the

Bose-Einstein distribution function of vibrational quanta.

To calculate the linear absorption spectrum according to

I!v" '
P

M m!
M Res̃M!v", we apply a half-sided Fourier

transform to Eq. (1) and obtain an algebraic system of

equations for the s̃M!v". Within the so-called secular ap-
proximation [4] only the diagonal part CM ! CMM of the

correlation function is needed and the absorption coeffi-

cient reads
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M !v"
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M !v"%2 1 $CRe

M !v"%2

+
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.
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The configuration averaging with respect to static disorder

in the PPC is abbreviated by (. . .)conf. As a consequence

of the memory terms in the density matrix Eq. (1),

the line shift CIm
M !v" and the exciton line broadenings

CRe
M !v" become frequency dependent. They are obtained
from the correlation function of the exciton-vibrational

coupling according to CRe
M !v" 1 iCIm

M !v" !
P

N
P

mn 3
K !MN"

mn e2Rmn*Rc Cm!v 2 vN ". The single-pigment correla-
tion functions are denoted by Cm!v", m counts the various

pigments, and K !MN"
mn ! a!M"

m a!M"
n a!N"

m a!N"
n comprises the

expansion coefficients of the excitonic states. Here, we

used the concept of the protein vibrations correlation radius

Rc. It accounts for the vibrationally induced correlation

among different sites in the PPC separated by Rmn [5].

Cm!v" can be expressed by the spectral density Jm!v" !
P

j!D!m"
j "2d!v 2 vj", which contains the coupling fac-

tors D
!m"
j originating from the displacements 22D

!m"
j of

the proteins potential energy surface along the (dimen-

sionless) coordinate axis Zj upon electronic excitation of

the mth pigment. The amplitude of the spectral density
gives the Huang-Rhys factor Sm !

R

dv Jm!v". The

real part of the correlation function is related to the

spectral density via CRe
m !v"*pv2 ! $1 1 nBE!v"% 3

Jm!v" 1 nBE!2v"Jm!2v" and the imaginary part fol-
lows from a Kramers–Kronig-like relation pCIm

m !v" !
P

R

dv̄ CRe
m !v̄"*!v 2 v̄".

In the following we will apply the approach to simulate

the temperature dependent absorption of a PPC located

in the light harvesting complex LHC-II of higher plants.

The importance of exciton effects for the interpretation

of absorption spectra of the LHC-II has been recognized

early [6,7]. Since the interaction between PPC monomers

(which are arranged as trimers in the LHC-II) is weak, the

absorption can be simulated in using a monomer model.

From the structural investigations of [8] it is known that

the LHC-II monomer contains 12 Chl. According to their

arrangements in relation to the carotenoids they were ten-

tatively assigned to 7 Chla and 5 Chlb (see Fig. 1). Also,
the exact orientation of the Qy optical transition dipole

moments of the 12 Chl are unknown. Two orientations

are possible for each Chl. In [9] and [10] extensive exci-

ton simulations of global features of polarized absorption

spectra and energy transfer kinetics could be used to re-

duce the number of possible dipole configurations from

212 to 9 (for Chl assignment of Kühlbrandt et al.) or 15
(for a modified Kühlbrandt model in which Chla6 changes

its identity with b5, see Fig. 1).

In Fig. 2 (upper part) the experimental absorption data

of LHC-II trimers measured in [11] are shown together

with our simulations using the two structural models men-

tioned above. A simplex algorithm has been applied to

find the best simultaneous fit at three different tempera-

tures [13]. Fortunately, no temperature dependence of any

fit parameter had to be assumed. Temperature exclusively

enters via the distribution nBE!v". The spectra were calcu-
lated as an average over 1000 homogeneous spectra, each

obtained for a certain set of randomly generated site en-

ergies, using the mean site energies of the 12 Chl as well

as the characteristics of static and dynamic disorder as fit-

ting parameters. For both structural models a nice fit of

the linear absorption experiment can be obtained. For the

Kühlbrandt model the optimal dipole geometry according

to our simulation is No. 3057 in Table 1 of [10], whereas

FIG. 1. Schematic cross-section view on the LHC-II monomer
according to Kühlbrandt et al. [8]. The mutual position of the
5 Chla and 7 Chlb (shown by their tetrapyrrole ring only) is
drawn together with the three a helices spanning the membrane.
Graphics prepared using MOLSCRIPT [P. J. Kraulis, J. Appl.
Crystallogr. 24, 946 (1991)].
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In simulating the optical absorption of dye aggregates or
chromophore complexes, one is confronted with the inter-
play of two distinct interactions: the coupling of electronic
excitations to vibrational degrees of freedom and the inter-
action among the electronic excitations. Combining both
couplings in a proper way should enable one to relate the
absorption line shape to structural data.
To do this a sophisticated theoretical description of the

absorption spectrum I!v" is necessary. As it is well
known, I!v" can be calculated via the half-sided Fourier-
transformed correlation function D!t" of the optical tran-
sition dipole operators m̂. An exact formula can be given
if both of the following approximations are made. The
interchromophore coupling is neglected and harmonic po-
tential energy surfaces for the relevant electronic states
are assumed (see, e.g., [1]). The other tractable limit is
reached if one considers a set of chromophores coupled,
e.g., via an electronic dipole-dipole interaction but being
free of any influence of the vibrational degrees of freedom.
Here, one is able to describe delocalized excitations of the
Frenkel-exciton type with I!v" #

P

M jmM j2d!v 2 vM",
where mM ! $Mjm̂j0% denotes the dipole matrix element
for the transition into the (single) exciton state jM% with
energy h̄vM .
Numerous approximation schemes have been developed

to combine both types of interactions (see the recent paper
[2] and the literature cited therein). It is the aim of this
Letter to demonstrate the ability of such an approxima-
tive treatment by comparing numerical simulations with
measured data. At the present time, the microscopically
best characterized class of chromophore complexes (on an
Ångstrom scale) is given by a selected number of pig-
ment protein complexes (PPC) of photosynthetic active
biological systems. PPC which contain as photoactive pig-
ments different variants of chlorophyll molecules (Chl)
and carotenoids fulfill a light harvesting function. The
pigments are held in position by a scaffold of membrane-
bound proteins. Energy transfer between the pigments oc-
curs via an exciton mechanism [3].

Although these protein units contain only few pigments,
and despite a large number of optical studies in the fre-
quency as well as in the subpicosecond time domain, the
understanding of microscopic processes is far from being
settled. One reason for this lies in the complex role the
proteins play. First, they guarantee definite distances be-
tween the pigments. Second, due to the complex protein
structure the energies of the pigments will be shifted dif-
ferently in dependence on their local protein environment.
So-called site energies of the pigments can be introduced
to take into account this energetic shift. Accordingly, when
interpreting measurements an inhomogeneous distribution
of site energies (static disorder) has to be taken into ac-
count. And, third, one has to include effects of dynamic
disorder originated by the proteins.
To describe linear optical absorption we introduce the

PPC Hamiltonian HPPC which electronic part can be
restricted to the (electronic) ground-state contribution
Hvibj0% $0j and to the single-exciton part

P

M,N &dM,N 3
!h̄vM 1 Hvib" 1 DhMN ' jM% $Nj. The use of the exciton
eigenstates jM% is essential for the following since, only
in this representation, a correct description of exciton
relaxation can be achieved.
The various protein vibrations described by the coordi-

nates Zj are comprised in Hvib , whereas their coupling to
the excitonic states is contained in a linear contribution to
the single-exciton part DhMN !

P

j k
!MN"
j Zj . In the spirit

of a normal-mode analysis of the protein vibrations, we
can take Hvib as a collection of independent harmonic os-
cillators. Then, the protein vibrations enter the theory via
special spectral densities.
To obtain a sufficient sophisticated expression for I!v"

which considers the dipole-dipole coupling and exciton-
vibrational interaction, a partial summation will be carried
out with respect to DhMN . This can be achieved by a par-
ticular density matrix approach [4]. We introduce a density
operator ŝ reduced to the electronic (excitonic) subspace
and obtain the dipole correlation function as D!t" #
P

M m!
MsM!t". The density matrix sM!t" ! $Mjŝ!t" j0%
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(with initial condition sM!0" ! mM) has to be propagated

according to the quantum master equation. It is of second

order with respect to the exciton-vibrational coupling but

nonlocal in time (non-Markovian equation):

!

!t
sM!t" ! 2ıvMsM!t"

2
X

K

Z t

0
dt CMK !t"sK !t 2 t" . (1)

The correlation function reads CMK !t" !
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j 3
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j #$nBE!vj" 1 1% exp$2ı!vN 1 vj"t% 1 nBE 3

!vj" exp$2ı!vN 2 vj"t%&, and nBE!vj" denotes the

Bose-Einstein distribution function of vibrational quanta.

To calculate the linear absorption spectrum according to

I!v" '
P

M m!
M Res̃M!v", we apply a half-sided Fourier

transform to Eq. (1) and obtain an algebraic system of

equations for the s̃M!v". Within the so-called secular ap-
proximation [4] only the diagonal part CM ! CMM of the

correlation function is needed and the absorption coeffi-

cient reads
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conf
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The configuration averaging with respect to static disorder

in the PPC is abbreviated by (. . .)conf. As a consequence

of the memory terms in the density matrix Eq. (1),

the line shift CIm
M !v" and the exciton line broadenings

CRe
M !v" become frequency dependent. They are obtained
from the correlation function of the exciton-vibrational

coupling according to CRe
M !v" 1 iCIm
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mn e2Rmn*Rc Cm!v 2 vN ". The single-pigment correla-
tion functions are denoted by Cm!v", m counts the various

pigments, and K !MN"
mn ! a!M"

m a!M"
n a!N"

m a!N"
n comprises the

expansion coefficients of the excitonic states. Here, we

used the concept of the protein vibrations correlation radius

Rc. It accounts for the vibrationally induced correlation

among different sites in the PPC separated by Rmn [5].

Cm!v" can be expressed by the spectral density Jm!v" !
P

j!D!m"
j "2d!v 2 vj", which contains the coupling fac-

tors D
!m"
j originating from the displacements 22D

!m"
j of

the proteins potential energy surface along the (dimen-

sionless) coordinate axis Zj upon electronic excitation of

the mth pigment. The amplitude of the spectral density
gives the Huang-Rhys factor Sm !

R

dv Jm!v". The

real part of the correlation function is related to the

spectral density via CRe
m !v"*pv2 ! $1 1 nBE!v"% 3

Jm!v" 1 nBE!2v"Jm!2v" and the imaginary part fol-
lows from a Kramers–Kronig-like relation pCIm

m !v" !
P

R

dv̄ CRe
m !v̄"*!v 2 v̄".

In the following we will apply the approach to simulate

the temperature dependent absorption of a PPC located

in the light harvesting complex LHC-II of higher plants.

The importance of exciton effects for the interpretation

of absorption spectra of the LHC-II has been recognized

early [6,7]. Since the interaction between PPC monomers

(which are arranged as trimers in the LHC-II) is weak, the

absorption can be simulated in using a monomer model.

From the structural investigations of [8] it is known that

the LHC-II monomer contains 12 Chl. According to their

arrangements in relation to the carotenoids they were ten-

tatively assigned to 7 Chla and 5 Chlb (see Fig. 1). Also,
the exact orientation of the Qy optical transition dipole

moments of the 12 Chl are unknown. Two orientations

are possible for each Chl. In [9] and [10] extensive exci-

ton simulations of global features of polarized absorption

spectra and energy transfer kinetics could be used to re-

duce the number of possible dipole configurations from

212 to 9 (for Chl assignment of Kühlbrandt et al.) or 15
(for a modified Kühlbrandt model in which Chla6 changes

its identity with b5, see Fig. 1).

In Fig. 2 (upper part) the experimental absorption data

of LHC-II trimers measured in [11] are shown together

with our simulations using the two structural models men-

tioned above. A simplex algorithm has been applied to

find the best simultaneous fit at three different tempera-

tures [13]. Fortunately, no temperature dependence of any

fit parameter had to be assumed. Temperature exclusively

enters via the distribution nBE!v". The spectra were calcu-
lated as an average over 1000 homogeneous spectra, each

obtained for a certain set of randomly generated site en-

ergies, using the mean site energies of the 12 Chl as well

as the characteristics of static and dynamic disorder as fit-

ting parameters. For both structural models a nice fit of

the linear absorption experiment can be obtained. For the

Kühlbrandt model the optimal dipole geometry according

to our simulation is No. 3057 in Table 1 of [10], whereas

FIG. 1. Schematic cross-section view on the LHC-II monomer
according to Kühlbrandt et al. [8]. The mutual position of the
5 Chla and 7 Chlb (shown by their tetrapyrrole ring only) is
drawn together with the three a helices spanning the membrane.
Graphics prepared using MOLSCRIPT [P. J. Kraulis, J. Appl.
Crystallogr. 24, 946 (1991)].
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In simulating the optical absorption of dye aggregates or
chromophore complexes, one is confronted with the inter-
play of two distinct interactions: the coupling of electronic
excitations to vibrational degrees of freedom and the inter-
action among the electronic excitations. Combining both
couplings in a proper way should enable one to relate the
absorption line shape to structural data.
To do this a sophisticated theoretical description of the

absorption spectrum I!v" is necessary. As it is well
known, I!v" can be calculated via the half-sided Fourier-
transformed correlation function D!t" of the optical tran-
sition dipole operators m̂. An exact formula can be given
if both of the following approximations are made. The
interchromophore coupling is neglected and harmonic po-
tential energy surfaces for the relevant electronic states
are assumed (see, e.g., [1]). The other tractable limit is
reached if one considers a set of chromophores coupled,
e.g., via an electronic dipole-dipole interaction but being
free of any influence of the vibrational degrees of freedom.
Here, one is able to describe delocalized excitations of the
Frenkel-exciton type with I!v" #

P

M jmM j2d!v 2 vM",
where mM ! $Mjm̂j0% denotes the dipole matrix element
for the transition into the (single) exciton state jM% with
energy h̄vM .
Numerous approximation schemes have been developed

to combine both types of interactions (see the recent paper
[2] and the literature cited therein). It is the aim of this
Letter to demonstrate the ability of such an approxima-
tive treatment by comparing numerical simulations with
measured data. At the present time, the microscopically
best characterized class of chromophore complexes (on an
Ångstrom scale) is given by a selected number of pig-
ment protein complexes (PPC) of photosynthetic active
biological systems. PPC which contain as photoactive pig-
ments different variants of chlorophyll molecules (Chl)
and carotenoids fulfill a light harvesting function. The
pigments are held in position by a scaffold of membrane-
bound proteins. Energy transfer between the pigments oc-
curs via an exciton mechanism [3].

Although these protein units contain only few pigments,
and despite a large number of optical studies in the fre-
quency as well as in the subpicosecond time domain, the
understanding of microscopic processes is far from being
settled. One reason for this lies in the complex role the
proteins play. First, they guarantee definite distances be-
tween the pigments. Second, due to the complex protein
structure the energies of the pigments will be shifted dif-
ferently in dependence on their local protein environment.
So-called site energies of the pigments can be introduced
to take into account this energetic shift. Accordingly, when
interpreting measurements an inhomogeneous distribution
of site energies (static disorder) has to be taken into ac-
count. And, third, one has to include effects of dynamic
disorder originated by the proteins.
To describe linear optical absorption we introduce the

PPC Hamiltonian HPPC which electronic part can be
restricted to the (electronic) ground-state contribution
Hvibj0% $0j and to the single-exciton part

P

M,N &dM,N 3
!h̄vM 1 Hvib" 1 DhMN ' jM% $Nj. The use of the exciton
eigenstates jM% is essential for the following since, only
in this representation, a correct description of exciton
relaxation can be achieved.
The various protein vibrations described by the coordi-

nates Zj are comprised in Hvib , whereas their coupling to
the excitonic states is contained in a linear contribution to
the single-exciton part DhMN !

P

j k
!MN"
j Zj . In the spirit

of a normal-mode analysis of the protein vibrations, we
can take Hvib as a collection of independent harmonic os-
cillators. Then, the protein vibrations enter the theory via
special spectral densities.
To obtain a sufficient sophisticated expression for I!v"

which considers the dipole-dipole coupling and exciton-
vibrational interaction, a partial summation will be carried
out with respect to DhMN . This can be achieved by a par-
ticular density matrix approach [4]. We introduce a density
operator ŝ reduced to the electronic (excitonic) subspace
and obtain the dipole correlation function as D!t" #
P

M m!
MsM!t". The density matrix sM!t" ! $Mjŝ!t" j0%
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Steady‐State spectrum of the measurement current 
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Non‐Markovian decoherence: Quantum dots coupled to a microwave 
resonator in T. Frey et al. PRL 108, 046807 (2012) 

Bath Bme‐correlaBon properBes are mapped into the detector current correlaBons. 
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Nonlinear Spectroscopy Lab, Graham Fleming 

OpBcal spectroscopy is limited to measuring a fixed observable: 
Total dipole moment of the molecule 

Femtosecond pulses 

Radiated Signal 

![µ(t1 + t2 + t3), [µ(t1 + t2), [µ(t1), !(0)]]]µ"

nonlinear response 

µ

Tr(!(t)µ) = Tr(!1(t)µ) + Tr(!3(t)µ) + ...
linear response 

PerturbaBve response: 

Quantum Process tomography can be done for a dimer only:  
Yuen‐Zhou et al., PNAS 108, 17615 (2011). 

Reveals fluctuaBons between monomers 

Can we engineer a 
different observable? 

3 



Toward electronic spectroscopy 
with tunable observable 

!1

!3

!2

Collinear electronic spectroscopy with phase cycling:  

ConBnuous measurement is not possible since the 
Bme scales of interest is few hundreds of femto‐seconds. 
 
Fastest detectors have response Bme of few nano‐seconds ! 

Can we detect phase shiks in leaking photons? 
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Conclusion and Future Work 
 
  A general formalism is developed for monitoring a non‐perturbaBve and 

non‐Markovian decoherence dynamics of a complex system inside a 
cavity. 

‐‐ DetecBng the non‐Markovian nature of dynamics by measuring   
    the steady‐state spectrum of the detector current 
‐‐  ApplicaBon for spin systems, molecular rotaBonal spectroscopy, NMR  
                                                    (D. I. Schuster et al., 83, 012311 (2011)). 
 
  Tunable measurement observable  
  ‐‐ ConBnuous state tomography for a complex system (Video Camera) 
  ‐‐  A compressed sensing algorithm for conBnuous state   
      tomography‐ PRL 106, 100401 (2011) – PRA 84, 012107 (2011)  
 
  Feedback control is presence on non‐Markovian decoherence 
    (ongoing project – Hanhan Li) 
 
  Toward electronic spectroscopy with tunable measurement 
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